
 Contents of your package

1 Pair of side facing LED’s (Left & Right)
(1) 1:2 Splitter
(1) 3’ extension
(2) alcohol pads
(1) primer stick
(2) Two prong 
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F3 Vader headlight kit
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Step 1 Open the front trunk and remove the two top service panels.

Step 2 Remove front trunk tub by removing the 4 plastic push pins.

Step 3 Remove the front trunk tub to reveal battery.  Check on right side for accessory wire.  This will be 
your connection point to the LED Vader lights.  It will come on only when the key is turned on.

Step 4 Remove front nose cover piece of the headlight and set aside

Step 5, 6, 7, 8 Clean the bottom lower edge of the headlight housing with alcohol, let dry and apply 
primer to both sides.  The Vader light will install on the bottom of the front headlight housing.  Be 
sure to have the LED facing the front.  Test using a 9V household battery with the 3’ extension and use 
the open end wire to connect to battery.  Position the LED as far back on the headlight housing and 
wires are facing the front and meet in the middle.  Once installed you will connect both sides to the 1:2 
splitter.  Connect the 3’ extension on the splitter then run the wire to the accessory harness.

Step 9, 10 Trim the gray section just outside of the blue tape.  Trim a small area at a time and test fit to 
make sure it will slide over the LED without pinching the LED.  Once finished place the screw and nut 
back on the cover.  Exit the LED wire from the bottom.  

Step 11 Pull back the lever lock block.  The orange tab is spring loaded, open and pull back until it is 
open to a 90 degree position.  When finished snap the lever lock back to close.  (watch your fingers)

Strip the extension wire back about 3/8” and insert the red positive into one of the terminal block lever.  
Repeat for negative block also.  Locate the accessory power down to the right of the battery as shown 
on step 3.  From the factory Acc harness insert the positive into the positive terminal block and the 
ground to the other ground terminal block.  Turn on Key and test.  (If the light does not come on, reverse 
the acc wire on the terminal block)

Thank you for your patronage.  If you have any questions please contact us at TricLED.com


